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Sixty years ago, we had "Measles Parties". Each year as the

Measles virus raised its ugly head, the Mothers' Grapevine got

activated and the "Rooster" was identified. Then, a party was

arranged and all the "Flock" gathered together to share the

joy of measles.

We all caught it and we all caught it together, and we all had fevers and bumps for

a week, and that was that. We didn't have to ever do it again, just once.

So now take in some of the math and language facts.

Corona virus is the scientific description of the class of viruses that cause the

Common Cold. There are dozens of known strains of corona virus.

The specific new strain of corona virus known as Covid 19 is more infectious

because it more effectively binds to receptor sites on lung tissue cells. It was

engineered, deliberately, to make it more infectious.

The U.S. is pointing at the Chinese, the Chinese are pointing at the U.S.

A responsible Third Party who was involved in discussions concerning this virus

and its deployment, says it was developed at NATO and PENTAGON affiliated

labs in North Carolina.

I believe him.



Anyway, this means that depending on your own genetics, you are two to ten

times more likely to be infected if you are exposed to this strain of the flu. Asian

men are especially vulnerable, because they have more lung receptor sites for the

virus to enter.

There are two different strains of Covid 19, an "S" strain, and a far more deadly

"L" strain. If you catch the "S" strain, which is highly survivable (only 3 deaths per

million) you acquire immunity against both strains, "S" and "L".

So if the geniuses in Washington had half the common sense of our Mothers, they

would facilitate and promote everyone being exposed to the "S" strain, and

concentrate on isolating the "L" strain until we had all acquired immunity to both

strains via suffering through a mild Common Cold.

End of Pandemic. End of forced vaccination agenda. End of economic coup. End

of all the crazy crappola-- lock downs, pompous power-crazed bureaucrats and

media Talking Heads seeking spotlights, and good-bye to business losses, too. 

Covid 19 Strain S Parties --- an idea whose time has come.

Mother Nature will eventually put a stop to it anyway, because both strains of

Covid 19 "melt" at 77 degrees F. Turn up your furnace and pant like a dog for an

hour and you can kill every corona virus in sight. How's that for a can-do solution

for all the elderly and the sick who are at risk, while we wait for outdoor

temperatures to rise and do the same?

Beats coating your house in ten coats of bleach, doesn't it?

 

This also means that this virus, like all corona viruses, can only live for a

prolonged period of time in your sinus cavities, which are cooler than the rest of

your body.



Think of your sinuses as a "forward base" for the virus, which can then deploy

from your sinuses and hit your lungs. Take away the staging platform and the

virus can't continue to assault the lungs.

So---- elevate the temperature of the air entering your sinuses by, for example,

breathing in hot air from a blow dryer or an old fashioned vaporizer. If the air or

steam you are breathing is hotter than 77 degrees Fahrenheit, it will kill any flu

virus it touches in your nasal passages.

A good hot bath will have a similar effect. The virus will "melt" and your body will

be stuck cleaning out the toxins and bits and pieces, but the cause of the problem

will be dismantled. And that's a good thing.

Your ears should also be considered part of your sinus system, and get a good

blast of hot, not burning, air. Some people advocate cleaning your ears with a few

drops of 3% food grade Hydrogen Peroxide followed with a few drops of

isopropyl alcohol.

This is a protocol used by divers to clean their ears and it can't hurt to do it, if

you are one of those people whose health is compromised or if you are suffering

symptoms of any kind of flu.

All that said, the Common Cold is not a National Emergency and the Common

Cold --- caused by the good old standard strains of corona virus --- infected 44

million Americans and killed 61,000 in 2017.

It's probably doing the same or worse this year, too. The common corona virus

has been killing Americans at similar rates of between 30,000 and 90,000 each

year since we started tracking numbers of influenza deaths in the 1890's, more

than a hundred years ago.

One is tempted to say---- so what? If we haven't been concerned about the

Common Cold and the deaths it causes every year for over a century, why freak



out now?

Why not have a Covid-19 "S" Party nationwide, self-immunize against the Covid-

19 "L" instead of self-quarantining, and be done with it?

Our old friend, the Common Cold, is still out there, doing the same thing it

always does. People are getting sick from it and sneezing and coughing as usual.

Some of them are progressing into pneumonia. And thousands are dying of

influenza ---- just as they always do.

Since most of the hospitals have no practical way of identifying the Covid-19

strain from any other viral influenza coming through the door, they are just

lumping all these influenza cases together and calling them all "Covid-19" to be

on the safe side. And politically correct, too.

As a result, peeps, you are going to be seeing thousands of "Covid-19" cases that

aren't really Covid-19 cases. They are the tally of the normal flu season and the

usual influenza virus being included as part of the "Covid-19" death toll.

With such deceptive policies in place, you are guaranteed to see thousands of

deaths attributed to "Covid-19" and you will be shocked and scared, because, of

course, you never knew how many people die of the common flu in the first

place.

Remember: 44 million Americans were infected and 61,000 died in 2017 from the

Common Cold, all caused by the good old standard corona virus.

Put the bite on the Trump Administration to be honest about the numbers.They

need to admit that common flu deaths are being included in the "Covid-19"

statistics. Admit what the common flu statistics normally are so that people

aren't shocked by "thousands of deaths" that occur every year. Tell people the

truth instead of lying by omission.



Now-- bear with this slight digression-- remember how THEY use similar names

and acronyms to confuse people and hide what they are talking about? For

example, using "ESF" to stand for both "Economic Stabilization Fund" and

"Economic Security Fund"?

We have another example in play -- SARS. It is being used to mean "Severe Acute

Respiratory Syndrome". But it is also means "Specific Absorption Range

Spectrum".

There is a reason for this double-meaning, and the meaning is that the "SARS"

viruses are sensitive to radio frequency activation. Our DNA and RNA functions

as an antenna, and so does the DNA and RNA of a virus. Broadcast the right

frequencies and you can turn a SARS virus on and off like a radio. That's what was

just demonstrated in Wuhan, China.

That's how they are all suddenly back at work and doing fine. Someone turned

the knob to the "off" position.

A SARS virus can be turned off and on and off and on, just like a tiny nano

appliance. Once inside the cells of a victim, replication of the virus can be

stopped or sped up. It can be left embedded like a radio on the shelf, ready to

cause additional "waves" of illness, as the virus is activated or shut down at will

by the perpetrators behind this crime.

In fact, our research suggests that the only difference between "S" and "L" is

replication rate, and that is determined by the broadcast frequency.

This is another example of each country being restricted to testing this new

technology only on its own "domestic" population--- and the rest of us being

harmed and included in the Test Group even though we are not domestic with

respect to these corporations and their activities.

Hear that, Anthony Gutteres? They are all out of compliance.



In a few days the Pied Piper will play to the SARS viruses worldwide, as promised.

And they will all self-destruct. Permanently.

The Vatican's decades-long Chem-Trail efforts to pollute the entire Earth with

industrial by-product pollution, incendiary metals pollution, nuclear pollution,

and distribution of harmful nano particles including the SARS viruses, will come

to naught.

The only Armageddon coming is an "Armageddon" for the criminals, just as you

would expect from the hand of our Father in Heaven, who is just and kind.
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